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SECOND QUARTER RECAP
• Treasury rates climbed higher in the second quarter given

expectations that the Federal Reserve (Fed) will begin
tightening monetary policy

• The 10-year Treasury rate increased 43bps to 2.35%¹

• Economic data suggested that the US economy rebounded
from a weak first quarter – non-farm payrolls rebounded more
than anticipated to 280,000 in May, and the unemployment rate
remained stable at 5.5%¹

• In the corporate market, credit spreads widened as increased
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity drove robust issuance

• Investment-grade corporate supply totaled over $330bn,
while M&A activity increased 25% versus the first quarter²

• Corporate spreads widened 16bps to 145bps during the
quarter, the highest level since the summer of 2013³

• Agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS) outperformed
Treasuries as rising interest rates curtailed supply

• Asset-backed securities (ABS) performed well given a healthy
new-issue market and improvement in consumer credit

• Municipal bonds weakened as negative headlines and the
active new-issue calendar pressured the tax-exempt market

• Municipal issuance exceeded $200bn year-to-date, the
strongest start in over 10 years¹

As of 6/30/15. Sources: 1. Bloomberg 2. JPMorgan 3. Barclays *Excess returns are the curve-adjusted excess return of a given index relative to a term structure-matched position in Treasuries
The views contained in this report are those of IR+M and are based on information obtained by IR+M from sources that are believed to be reliable.  This report is for informational purposes only and is not 
intended to provide specific advice, recommendations for, or projected returns of any particular IR+M product. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, 
without express written permission from Income Research & Management.
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At IR+M, we believe market volatility is likely to continue as investors focus on central bank policy and global

financial risks. As we enter the second half of the year, we look to capitalize on relative value opportunities across

sectors, while remaining aware of the higher transaction costs borne in a volatile environment.

QUARTERLY MARKET UPDATE
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2015 GOING FORWARD
• Improvement in the US labor market and the broader economy

suggests that the Fed will begin normalizing monetary policy
before year-end

• Investors anticipate policy changes to negatively affect the
Treasury market for the remainder of 2015

• However, renewed uncertainty surrounding the health of the
Eurozone and China could drive Treasury demand as
investors seek safe assets

• The corporate market enters the third quarter on a positive
technical, as issuance historically slows in the summer months

• Additionally, higher Treasury rates could drive strong
demand for corporate bonds as insurance companies and
pension plans look to hedge long-duration liabilities

• As we enter second-quarter earnings season, investors
anticipate weakening corporate fundamentals as companies
undertake shareholder-friendly activity

• In the mortgage market, the Fed’s continuing reinvestment policy
will likely have a positive impact on the sector

• Municipal bonds will likely see volatility as market sentiment
hinges on news out of Chicago, Puerto Rico, and New Jersey

Underweight Treasuries in broad strategies given 
attractive spread levels in non-government sectors

Overweight spread product driven by bottom-up security 
selection across sectors

In the corporate sector, we remain cautious given heavy 
supply and weak fundamental trends

Financial and utility sectors look attractive on a 
fundamental basis, but technical factors could drive 
short-term swings

Underweight Agency MBS due to potential extension risk 
in a rising rate environment

CMBS and ABS look appealing in view of attractive carry 
with limited catalysts for volatility

Municipal bond relative value ratios versus Treasuries 
remain above historical levels
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